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NEW QUESTION: 1
You want to define two database tables with different
structures. Both tables should contain the fields CHANGE_DATE
and CHANGE_TIME.
How do you implement this in order to minimize the maintenance
effort?

A. Define an append structure with these two fields and assign
this append structure to both database tables.
B. Define the two fields in each database table separately.
C. Define the two fields in one database table and copy them to
the other database table.
D. Define a structure with these two fields and include this
structure in both database tables.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
When video endpoints register with Cisco Unified Communications
Manager, where are DSCP values configured?
A. in Unified CM, under Enterprise Parameters Configuration
B. DSCP parameters are always configured on each individual
video endpoint.
C. in Unified CM, under Service Parameters &gt; Cisco
CallManager Service &gt; Cluster-wide Parameters
D. in Unified CM, under Device &gt; Device Settings &gt; Device
Defaults
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Susan created Page 10 as an interactive report, called
Departments, on the DEPT table. She also created Page 11 as an
interactive report on the EMP table, called Employees. Susan
would like to add a link In the Departments report (page 10)
that redirects to the Employee, report (Page 11) and displays
only employees for the selected department.
How would Susan set items In the link builder on page 10 to
correctly call the report on Page 11?
A. Set item name to :p11_ DEPTNO and value to #DEPTNO#
B. Set item name to : p11_ DEPTNO and value to DEPTNO#.
C. Set item name to IR_ DEPTNO and value to #DEPTNO#
D. Set Item name to :p11_ DEPTNO and value to :P10_DEPTNO.
Answer: C
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